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About This Game

The Janitor is a first person horror game. You play as a janitor, called Max Taylor, who is send to an asylum by his boss to
repair a broken pipe and a broken electric panel. Max knows that the asylum is abandoned, but he isn't feeling bad about going

there although his boss warned him not stay to long there. Once arrived he quickly notices that something is wrong. Blood
everywhere and strange noises can be heard. Short time after looking around a went-wrong experiment of the government

rushes to him.

Max has to worry about his life while trying to escape the asylum - but there is one problem: The elevator is broken! Max
hurries to find some tools and machine parts to repair the hydraulic pump.

As soon as the elevator is repaired he has to look into the eyes of danger again! His only chance to escape is to jump down the
elevator shaft. Max Taylor is wounded and unconscious. Right after waking up he finds himself in huge underground

catacombs. Hunted by fear and the went-wrong experiment he has to find the exit!

Will he find it?

Gameplay Features

The Janitor focuses on breathtaking horror elements such as jump scares, physcally enemies and the fear of darkness.
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Realistic, modern graphic based on physical based rendering systems

Horrific ambience with stunning sounds and jump scares

Interactive world

Solve puzzles to continue in story

Extremely intelligent AI with progressive behavior

Character stats are influencing the AI behavior, such as heartbeat, loud breathing, body odor or blood

The feeling of never beeing safe
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Title: The Janitor
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
VOS Gaming
Publisher:
VOS Gaming
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: Athlon 64/Intel Pentium 4

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 with SM2.0 or higher / minimum of 2gb graphic ram

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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10/10 best ape themed game on Steam, seems like Apeline Miami at first then reveals itself as a game about radical,
revolutionary environmental action. After watching 2 seasons this season will cut you down, cus after 9 series your tears won't
stop \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing drop, prepair for it. o(\u3012\ufe4f\u3012)o. Summary:
A true hidden gem that really hits that turn based strategy\/rpg sweet spot. Gameplay that just gets better and deeper the further
you get. Decievingly simplistic in appearance, but offering a very good challenge and real thought and care in building an army.
This is an indie title that holds up the tradition of some giants in the console world such as Fire Emblem, Advance Wars, and
Final Fantasy Tactics.

Will Appeal To:
Anyone who enjoys meaty turn-based strategy along with RPG-like progression (similar to xcom or jagged-alliance-style
buildup of veteran units). If you like some challenge in your games, and a real chance to lose if you just charge in without
thought - this game is for you. If you enjoy gearing up your characters, picking who gets to wield that fancy new sword or staff
or suit of armor, to best compliment your characters sklls, this is for you. If you like to customize your chars stats on level-up,
this game is for you. It's even got some storyline to follow, and while it comes off as goofy at times, it's actually entertaining in
itself.

Why you should give it a try:
Honestly, it's shamefully underpublicized in my opinion. If you played the mobile games in the Kingturn series, this is by the
same developer. THAT SAID, this is NOT just a simple mobile port. EVERYTHING about the game has been improved - new
scenarios, much improved graphics and animations, tons of quality-of-life improvements, more items, etc. Really, this is so
much more than a re-tread - I LOVED the mobile Kingturn games, but I'm enjoying this desktop experience even more.

It's not expensive, and I've already sunk over 24hrs of playtime into it - plenty of campaign left to play! It is well worth the
money - give it a spin, and don't just play a single scenario or two - you'll notice your gameplay options and depth just increases
with each new challenge!. Dollhouse is one of those indie games with amazing looking concept visuals, and so you think "Hey,
this could be really good". And I think the developer's intentions were good, but after creating the base story of the game there
came the harsh reality that this is a GAME. If this were a movie it would probably be very good, but like another high profile
indie game, We Happy Few, this game doesn't deliver in the gameplay department.

It has wonderful visuals (in the cutscenes at least), a promising scenario, and terribly boring gameplay.

You get a sinking feeling when the game lets you out of the first room into what appears to be a hedge maze in the dark. Then
you read the 'Discussions' forum on Steam and see that the developer claims the single-player is 6-8 hours long, but
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PROCEDURALLY GENERATED so it's got some replay value, and will differ from person to person.

I can't think of too many games that do procedurally generated levels well, but either way this game is definitely NOT one of
them. You go rambling around the hedge maze finding generic items. I imagine after I finish the 1st maze I'll get a cutscene of
the woman's life, and then I'll get thrust into another hedge maze. Rinse and repeat until the game is finished. I'm not sticking
around to find out though -- returned.. Finnaly got Unity to open.. Great game! It starts too easy, but it gets good later. First
scenario that made me go hmmm was 10 or 11. I recently finished level 15 and you had to embark on a complicated amphibious
assault. This scenario was a good example of level design overcoming weak AI.

The huge diversity of special abilities for the different pieces and the hero powers are also very interesting. The no randomness
for combat and undo as many moves as you want at any time alleviates what might otherwise be an overcomplicated combat
system.

I highly recommend this for anyone that likes this kind of game.. Love this game, simply a HD version of Asteroids!. It's got
quite possibly the best combat system of all action games, and if you can't run the Special Edition, the original version of DMC4
can run on a toaster. Give it a shot!
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Another fantastic release from Cloak And Dagger Games. It's short and sweet, with a good story, great themes, fantastic
artwork, and fun puzzles. The puzzles never felt impossible and all felt like they made sense, with no moon logic or anything. I
enjoyed my entire time with this game and if you're looking for a good point-and-click game that won't overstay its welcome,
I'd heavily recommend this one.. Make me fell i can fly and free. Simple fun game with some fustrations but its still fun
. if you like motorcycles and if you like to watch motogp you would like to play this game,special multiplayer trust me haha.
Where to begin, when I found this game on the steam store, my face lit up! I regained hope for Steam as being a platform for
great games, but enough about that, let's get into the review. This game is filled with great content and I was lucky enough to get
it on sale. After booting up the game just from the loading screen I knew I was about to embark on a great adventure. Though
the game is short the story line is rich and the acting is unmatched. The writing in the script is award winning and I hope to see it
nominated for many game awards. If Dabman is ever offered to create a movie about him, make sure you make tons of cash
from it, because you guys deserve nothing less. I highly recommend this game and if you haven't purchased it already you're
truly missing out.. First game.
-Skipped talking
-Run there to there
-Beheaded in five minute.

Second game.
-Listened accusations
-Tried to lie and denial
-Beheaded in thirty minutes.

Definetly will be convicted execution again. Great game.. Game is really good but it\u2019s too short. I was left wanting more
but the price reflects the short length.
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